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Verbal Reasoning 

 
Directions for Questions 1-7: 

 
In the following sentences, there may be some errors in the parts which are 

marked as A, B, C, D. Identify the part which has errors. 

 

 
1. She was a young girl with a pretty face, (A)/ very well trained in dancing 

(B)/ and who gave much promise of (C)/ a brilliant career as a film artist. 

(D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 

 
Correction: She was a young girl with a pretty face, very well trained in 

dancing and she gave much promise of a brilliant career as a film artist. 

'Who' must be replaced with 'she'. 

 

 
2. The University has announced that (A)/ everyone will take the 

examination now (B)/ will receive their results within (C)/ eight weeks at 

the latest. (D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 
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Correction: The University has announced that everyone who takes the 

examination now will receive their results within eight weeks at the latest. 

There needs to be a connection between the subject and the verb which is 

provided by replacing 'will' by 'who'. 

 

 
3. Everyone who saw the movie ‘Star Wars’ (A)/ is unanimous in their view 

(B)/ that it is the best science fiction movie (C)/ ever produced. (D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

The word 'unanimous' itself means sharing the same views or opinions. 

Thus it is needless to repeat the same point by stating that 'Everyone who 

saw the movie ‘Star Wars’ is unanimous in their view'. Thus the error is in B. 

Correction: Everyone who saw the movie ‘Star Wars’ is unanimous that it is 

the best science fiction movie ever produced. 

 

 
4. Though the elephant, because of its size, (A)/ appears to be a rather slow 

animal, (B)/ it can in fact run faster than (C)/ any other man. (D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Correction: Though the elephant, because of its size, appears to be a rather 

slow animal, it can in fact run faster than any other man can. 
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It should be evident from the sentence that the ability of an elephant is 

being compared to the ability of a man. 

 

 
5. I do not wish to make a formal (A)/ complaint, but I would have been 

better pleased (B)/if you gave the (C)/award to the person who best 

deserved it.(D)/ 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Change gave to had given because the verb in the previous clause is in the 

past conditional tense. 

 

 
6. Raji found it difficult (A)/ to manage single-handedly the three children 

(B)/ who were always quarrelling (C)/ between themselves. (D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Correction: Raji found it difficult to manage single-handedly the three 

children who were always quarrelling among themselves. 

As there are three children, 'among' is the suitable word to use instead of 

between. 
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7. Fluosol is a transparency liquid (A)/ that closely resembles water (B)/ but 

in fact is twice (C)/ as dense as it is. (D) 

a. A b. B c. C d. D 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Correction: Fluosol is a transparent liquid that closely resembles water but 

in fact is twice as dense as it is. 'Transparency' is a noun and transparent is 

its adjective form. The adjective must be used in order to describe anything. 

 

 
Directions for Questions 8-12: 

 
Read the passage and answer the questions that follow on the basis of the 

information provided in the passage. 

 

 
Work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion. The 

general recognition of this fact is shown in the proverbial phrase,' It is the 

busiest man who has time to spare'. Thus, an elderly lady at leisure can 

spend the entire day writing a postcard to her niece. An hour will be spent 

in writing a postcard, another hunting for spectacles, half an hour to 

search for the address , an hour and a quarter in composition and twenty 

minutes in deciding whether or not to take an umbrella when going to the 

pillar box in the street. The total effort that could occupy a busy man for 

three minutes, all told may in this fashion leave another person 

completely exhausted after a day of doubt, anxiety and toil. 

 

 
8. What happens when the time to be spent on some work increases? 
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A) the work is done smoothly. 
 

B) the work is done leisurely. 
 

C) work consumes all the time. 
 

D) The work needs additional time. 
 

Ans: C 

 

 
9. Explain the sentence : work expands so as to fill the time available for 

its completion’. 

A) The more work there is to be done , the more time needed. 
 

B) whatever time is available for a given amount of work, all of it will be 

used. 

C) If you have more time you can do some work. 

 
D) If you have some important work to do , you should always have some 

additional time. 

Ans: B 

 

 
10. Who is the person likely to take more time to do work.: 

 
A) a busy man. 

 
B) a man of leisure. 

 
C) an elderly person. 

 
D) an exhausted person 

Ans: B 
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11. What is the total time spent by the elderly lady in writing a postcard? 

 
A) Three minutes. 

 
B) four hours and five minutes. 

 

C) half day 
 

D) the entire day. 

Ans:D 

 

12. What does the expression ‘pillar box’ stand for? 

 
A) a box attached to the pillar. 

 
B) a box in the pillar 

 
C) box office. 

 

D) a pillar type postbox. 
 

Ans: D 

 
 
 

 
Directions for Questions 13-17: 

 
Choose the most logical order of sentences among the given choices to 

construct a coherent paragraph. 
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13. A. The provisions of the 73rd amendment were not made applicable to 

the areas inhabited by the Adivasi populations in many States of India. 

B. Therefore, the new act protects the rights of these communities to 

manage their resources in ways acceptable to them. 

C. In 1996, a separate act was passed extending the provisions of the 

Panchayat system to these areas. 

D. Many Adivasi communities have their traditional customs of managing 

common resources such as forests and small water reservoirs, etc. 

a. CDBA b. BDAC c. ACDB d. ADCB 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 

 
There is an AC link in the paragraph. Sentence A speaks about the act and 

its limitation. In Sentence B, that limitation is rectified. Among the four 

sentence, only Sentence A can be the topic sentence. So with this, option 

"ACDB" is the correct sequence of the paragraph. 

 

 
14. A. Right to Equality provides for equal access to public places like 

shops, hotels, places of entertainment, wells, bathing Ghats and places of 

worship. 

B. This right is very important because our society did not practice equal 

access in the past. 

C. There cannot be any discrimination in this access on the basis of caste, 

creed, colour, sex, religion, or place of birth. 

D. It also prohibits any discrimination in public employment on any of 

the above mentioned basis. 
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a. ACDB b. BCDA c. DBCA d. ACBD 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

 
The sentence A is the opening sentence. Sentence C follows sentence A by 

elaborating on the freedom to access certain places. D follows C by 

referring to the differences mentioned in C. B concludes the paragraph. 

Thus the answer is ACDB. 

 

 
15. A. Besides this, no organ of the government can act in a manner that 

violates them. 

B. While ordinary legal rights are protected and enforced by ordinary law, 

Fundamental Rights are protected and guaranteed by the constitution of 

the country. 

C. Ordinary rights may be changed by the legislature by ordinary process 

of law making, but a fundamental right may only be changed by 

amending the Constitution itself. 

D. Fundamental Rights are different from other rights available to us. 

 
a. DCBA b. DBCA c. DCAB d. ACDB 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

 
The correct answer is DBCA. The opening sentence can only be D. Sentence 

B introduces us to the differences between ordinary and fundamental  

rights. The sentence C demarcates the two kinds of rights further and 

sentence A concludes it. Thus the sequence is DBCA 
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16. A. There are more than 20 major languages and several hundred 

minor ones and it is the home of several major religions. 

B. There are several million indigenous peoples living in different parts of 

the country. 

C. In spite of all these diversities we share a common land mass. 

 
D. India is a land of continental proportions and immense diversities. 

 
a. DABC b. DCBA c. CABD d. BACD 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

 
It is very clear that only D can be the beginning sentence and C the ending 

sentence. The correct sequence is "DABC". 

 

 
17. A. Often we are prone to assume that all families are like the ones we 

live in. 

B. No other social institution appears more universal and unchanging. 

 
C. Sociology and social anthropology have over many decades conducted 

field research across cultures to show how the institutions of family, 

marriage and kinship are important in all societies and yet their character 

is different in different societies. 

D. Perhaps no other social entity appears more ‘natural’ than the family. 

 
a. DABC b. ABCD c. BACD d. DACB 

Answer: A 
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Explanation: 

 
The sequence DABC is the most meaningful sequence from among the 

options. 

Directions for Questions 18-21: 

 
For each sentence, choose the most appropriate option that best 

completes the given sentence. 

18. The refugee's poor grasp of English is hardly an  problem; she 

can attend classes and improve within a matter of months. 

a. implausible b. insuperable 

 
c. inconsequential d. evocative 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

 
The word has to mean 'impossible to be overcome.' The word for it is 

'insuperable' 

Implausible: not plausible, unlikely. 
 

Inconsequential: having no consequence. Not consequential. 

Evocative: that evokes a memory, mood, feeling or image. 

 

19. The  cricket match seemed  to our guests; they were used to 

watching sports in which the action is over in a couple of hours at the 

most. 

a. unintelligible b. inconsequential  c. interminable d. implausible 
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Answer: C 

 
Explanation: 

 
The word has to mean too long or ceaseless. 

 
Interminable means existing without interruption or end. Thus the answer 

is interminable. 

Unintelligible: unable to be understood. 

 
Inconsequential: having no consequence. not consequential. 

Implausible: not plausible, unlikely. 
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20. Hawkins is  in his field; no other contemporary scientist 

commands the same respect. 

a. preeminent b. ignominious 

 
c. obsolete d. Anachronistic 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

 
The part after the semicolon tells us that Hawkins is highly respected. 

Hence, the only suitable word is preeminent. (All the others have negative 

connotations.) 

(Disparaged = criticized; ignominious = shameful; obsolete = outdated; 

anachronistic = in the wrong time period; preeminent = foremost, famous) 

 

 
Directions for Questions 22-25: 

 
Read the passage and answer the questions that follow on the basis of the 

information provided in the passage. 

Give people power and discretion, and whether they are grand viziers or border 

guards, some will use their position to enrich themselves. The problem can be big 

enough to hold back a country's development. For most people in the world 

though, the worry is not that corruption may slow down their country's GDP 

growth. It is that their daily lives are pervaded by endless hassles, big and small. 

And for all the evidence that some cultures suffer endemic corruption while 

others are relatively clean, attitudes towards corruption, and even the language 

describing bribery, is remarkably similar around the world. 
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In a testament to most people's basic decency, bribe-takers and bribe- payers 

have developed an elaborate theatre of dissimulation. This is not just to avoid 

detection. 

Even in countries where corruption is so common as to be unremarkable and 

unprosecutable—and even when the transaction happens far from snooping 

eyes—a bribe is almost always dressed up as some other kind of exchange. 

Though most of the world is plagued by corruption, even serial offenders try to 

conceal it. 

One manifestation of this is linguistic. Surprisingly few people say: “You are going 

to have to pay me if you want to get that done.” Instead, they use a wide variety 

of euphemisms. One type is quasi-official terminology. Another term widely used 

at border crossings is “expediting fee”. For a euphemism it is surprisingly 

accurate: paying it will keep your bags, and perhaps your contraband, from being 

dumped onto a floor and sifted through at a leisurely pace. (A related term, used 

in India, is “speed money”: paying it can get essential business permits issued 

considerably faster.) 

A second type of euphemism dresses up a dodgy payment as a friendly favour 

done by the bribe-payer. There is plenty of creative scope. Nigerian policemen 

are known to ask for “a little something for the weekend”. A North African term 

is “un petit cadeau”, a little gift. Mexican traffic police will suggest that you buy 

them a refresco, a soft drink, as will Angolan and Mozambican petty officials, who 

call it a gazoso in Portuguese. 

Double meaning can help soothe the awkwardness of bribe-paying. Baksheesh, 

originally a Persian word now found in many countries of the Middle East, can 

mean “tip”, “alms” and “bribe”. Swahili-speakers can take advantage of another 

ambiguous term. In Kenya a machine-gun-wielding guard suggested to a terrified 

Canadian aid worker: “Perhaps you would 
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like to discuss this over tea?” The young Canadian was relieved: the difficulty 

could be resolved with some chai, which means both “tea” and “bribe”. 

Along with the obscurantist language, bribe-taking culture around the world 

often involves the avoidance of physically handing the  money from one 

person to another. One obvious reason is to avoid detection, which is why 

bribes are known as “envelopes” in countries from China to Greece. But 

avoidance of a direct hand-over is common even where there is no chance of 

detection. There will always be some officials who will take money right from a 

bribe-payer's hands, but most seem to prefer to find some way to hide the 

money from view. 

Rich Westerners may not think of their societies as plagued by  corruption. But 

the definition of bribery clearly differs from person to person. 

A New Yorker might pity the third-world businessman who must pay bribes 

just to keep his shop open. But the same New Yorker would not think twice 

about slipping the maître d' $50 to sneak into a nice restaurant without a 

reservation. Poor people the world over are most infuriated by the casual 

corruption of the elites rather than by the underpaid, “tip”- seeking soldier or 

functionary. Thus there is no single cultural factor that inclines a society 

towards corruption, but economic factors play a big part. Most clearly, poverty 

and bribery go together. 
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